Overrepresentation of the short arm of chromosome 12 in seminoma and nonseminoma groups of testicular germ cell tumors.
The amplification of the short arm of the chromosome 12, especially as the i(12p) marker chromosome, has been found to be a highly nonrandom chromosome abnormality associated with testicular germ cell tumors (TGCT). A series of adult TGCT consisting of seven seminomas (SE) and eight nonseminomas (NS) was analyzed by conventional cytogenetics and fluorescent in situ hybridization. Multiplied chromosome 12 material originating from typical i(12p) and from other markers carrying chromosome 12-derived material was found in almost all analyzed tumors (6 of 7 SE cases and 8 of 8 NS cases). Heterogeneity in the copy number of i(12p) and other 12p-derived markers, as well as chromosome 12 aneuploidy, were higher in NS tumors than in SE.